Chromosomal mapping of members of the cdc2 family of protein kinases, cdk3, cdk6, PISSLRE, and PITALRE, and a cdk inhibitor, p27Kip1, to regions involved in human cancer.
Orderly progression through the cell cycle requires sequential activation and inactivation of cyclin-dependent kinases (cdks). This is achieved in part through the association of cdks with positive regulators called cyclins and inactivation of cyclin-cdk complexes by a rapidly growing number of cyclin-cdk inhibitors. Recently, the role of cell cycle control proteins both as primary effectors and as mediators of tumorigenesis has become a subject of increased interest. Here we report the chromosomal mapping of two cdks, cdk3 and cdk6, two putative cdks, PISSLRE and PITALRE, and one cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, p27, to chromosomal regions which may be altered in human tumors and examine their possible involvement in some of these malignancies. In particular, two of the kinases, cdk3 and PISSLRE and PITALRE, the cdc2-related kinases recently cloned by us, map to regions previously shown to exhibit loss of heterozygosity in breast and other tumors.